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First published in 1986 and just as fresh and relevant today, this widely acclaimed, child-friendly
poetry anthology is now being reissued with a striking new jacket. In his introduction to this book
Jim Trelease, bestselling author of The Read-Aloud Handbook, writes, “No one better
recognizes the essence of the child-poetry connection than poet and anthologist Jack
Prelutsky. . . . Here are more than 200 little poems to feed little people with little attention spans
to help both grow. Marc Brown’s inviting illustrations add a visual dimension to the poems, which
further engage young imaginations.” The poems are by 119 of the best-known poets of the 20th
century.This book has been selected as a Common Core State Standards Text Exemplar
(Grades K-1, Poetry) in Appendix B.

Poems about picnics, pretending, and puppies make this book the book to introduce little ones
to poetry about the world around them. Jack Prelutsky, one of today's most respected children's
poets, has selected more than 200 short poems--old favorites, traditional rhymes, and humorous
verses--that will delight young listeners. The poems cover a wide range of experiences in a
young child's life, from everyday events to special days to the world of the imagination.Marc
Brown, author and illustrator of the popular Arthur series, uses colored-pencil illustrations and
borders to unify the poems, helping to create a pleasing, lively collection to carry children from
their preschool years into the early elementary grades. As Jim Trelease tells us in his
introduction to the book, "Unlike the toys we buy our children, poems cannot break." (Ages 2 to
7)From Publishers WeeklyMore than 200 poems and rhymes have been assembled by Prelutsky
in this large, satisfying volume. An obvious love for all things childlike is present in selections by
Myra Cohn Livingston, Ogden Nash, A. A. Milne, Else Holmelund Minarik, Karen
Gundersheimer, George MacDonald, Robert Louis Stevenson and many, many others. Brown's
pictures spill over with robust children, woeful or willful animals, and not-very-scary
monsterswearing sometimes sheepish, other times exuberant expressions. Page after page of
winter rhymes, pet poems and bedtime fancieshere is a book that could inspire a lifetime love of
the lilting tones of favorite poets. An introduction by Jim Trelease makes the case for reading
aloud; one need go no further than this volume to be convinced.Copyright 1986 Reed Business
Information, Inc.From School Library JournalPreSchool-Grade 2 For this collection of over 200
poems, Prelutsky has selected and combined joyous, sensitive poems just as he did for older
children in The Random House Book of Poetry for Children (Random, 1983). As with the
previous anthology, this is no stale collection of copyright-free material. The poems included are
by such traditional poets as Dorothy Aldis and A. A. Milne, as well as by more contemporary
poets such as Karla Kuskin, Dennis Lee, and Prelutsky himself. All are lively, rhythmic poems
that young children will enjoy. The freshness of the collection and the content of the poems make



it more accessible than books such as A Very First Poetry Book (Oxford, 1984). Brown's bright
pastel illustrations effectively use framing, action, and cheerful creatures to echo the light tone of
the book. The poems are arranged with others of the same topic and include popular concerns
of small children, such as animals, bath time, dragons, and play. Teachers and librarians will
appreciate poems about seasons, months, holidays, and special events that can be easily
incorporated into story hours and classroom life. An added bonus is Jim Trelease's delightful
introduction urging adults to read poetry aloud to young children. Titles, authors, and first lines
are indexed. Barbara Chatton, College of Education, University of Wyoming, LaramieCopyright
1986 Reed Business Information, Inc.Review“All truly easy to read aloud.”—The Horn Book
Magazine“Bound to develop an appreciation for poetry at a very young age.”—School Library
Journal “Parents will discover it is as much fun to read as it is for the little ones to hear.”—
Chicago Tribune“Marc Brown’s pictures of children and animals, each lovingly depicted, convey
the universal childhood exuberance found in each rhyme.”—Boston Sunday GlobeA Horn Book
Fanfare Honor BookA School Library Journal Best Book of the YearFrom the Inside FlapFirst
published in 1986 and just as fresh and relevant today, this widely acclaimed, child-friendly
poetry anthology is now being reissued with a striking new jacket. In his introduction to this book
Jim Trelease, bestselling author of The Read-Aloud Handbook, writes, ?No one better
recognizes the essence of the child-poetry connection than poet and anthologist Jack
Prelutsky. . . . Here are more than 200 little poems to feed little people with little attention spans
to help both grow. Marc Brown?s inviting illustrations add a visual dimension to the poems,
which further engage young imaginations.? The poems are by 119 of the best-known poets of
the 20th century.From the Back CoverFirst published in 1986 and just as fresh and relevant
today, this widely acclaimed, child-friendly poetry anthology is now being reissued with a striking
new jacket. In his introduction to this book Jim Trelease, bestselling author of "The Read-Aloud
Handbook, writes, "No one better recognizes the essence of the child-poetry connection than
poet and anthologist Jack Prelutsky. . . . Here are more than 200 little poems to feed little people
with little attention spans to help both grow. Marc Brown's inviting illustrations add a visual
dimension to the poems, which further engage young imaginations." The poems are by 119 of
the best-known poets of the 20th century.About the AuthorJack Prelutsky was born in Brooklyn,
New York. He attended New York City Public Schools and studied voice at the High School of
Music and Art. He enrolled in Hunter College in Manhattan but left soon after "to become a
beatnik". Jack has been a cab driver, a busboy, a photographer, a furniture mover, a potter, and
a folk singer. He enjoys bicycling, playing racquetball, woodworking and cooking. He lives in
Washington State with his wife Carolynn and a vast collection of poetry books and frogs in every
shape, size, and form -- except living! There was a time when Jack couldn't stand poetry. In
grade school he had a teacher who left him with the impression that poetry was the literary
equivalent of liver. He rediscovered poetry in his twenties, and he decided that he would write
about things that kids really cared about, and that he would strive to make poetry delightful. He
has been writing poetry for more than twenty years and has published more than three dozen



books for children.  Read more
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. This is a sample. The number of
pages displayed is limited.      Pages 9 - 89 are not included in this sample.     

The Random House Book of Poetry for Children Here's A Little Poem: A Very First Book of
Poetry Be Glad Your Nose Is on Your Face: And Other Poems: Some of the Best of Jack
Prelutsky A Child's Garden of Verses James Herriot's Treasury for Children: Warm and Joyful
Tales by the Author of All Creatures Great and Small
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John V Kew, “Both my grand children like this book.. They hunt for poems about topics they are
interested in. One, likes reptiles and the other likes kittens, but the topics are so varied they find
others to enjoy.”

Catra121, “Great fun...cannot read these poems without smiling!. I just received this book today.
My daughter is 18 months old and we LOVE to read together. I am absolutely in love with this
book. I started reading the poems aloud and found myself smiling and laughing...they are just so
much fun! The illustrations are adorable and the books is simply gorgeous (I got the hard cover
version)...but the poems are such great fun that they overshadow the illustrations. I have recently
started reading to my daughter while she eats...that is where most of the paper books get
read...board books are more durable for the hands on reading times. We read 20-30 books a
day and that doesn't even include the repeat readings of her favorites. This will be so much fun
to read to her during meals for now and as she gets older I am betting this will continue to be a
favorite...especially for me. I cannot imagine reading this and it not bringing a huge smile to your
face. I cannot wait to give this as a gift to other parents I know.”

KFox, “This is a beautiful book.. This book is a classic poetry book for children.”

Children's Lit Love, “Perfect first poetry book for children. With more than 200 short and sweet,
mostly rhyming and rhythmic poems about things children see and experience in their everyday
lives (bedtime, cats, baths, Halloween, meals, animals, sneezes, and more, this is the perfect
poetry book for your youngest listener. Be sure to spend some time with Trelease's introduction,
as Trelease argues more compellingly than just about anyone for the importance of not only
reading with our children, but also reading poetry with our children.”

Andrew & Blake's mommy, “I bought 2!!. I bought this for a friend's baby shower and for my five
year old. The pictures are delightful as all Marc Brown's other works. This is a book of poetry
not nursery rhymes. You get a wonderful sample of fun, lovely, and sweet poems. The poems
are all pretty short in length and cover topics such as weather and age. The poems each have a
picture that help tell the story behind the poem. You can easily read several poems a night to
keep your little one interested in poetry. My son likes me to skim through the book and he picks
a poem based on the picture. There is one about 5 monsters that he really enjoys hearing. The
mother-to-be, who got the second copy that I purchased, was delighted to get this as a baby
shower gift. She is an elementary school teacher and loves reading all types of books. I would
highly recommend this book for your children or as a gift.”

Helen Smith, “This book is a treasure. I took the time to write this review because I am so
pleased with this book. I have read many children's poetry books. Most of them contain poems



that are not very high quality. The poems in this book are enchanting; all on subjects that are
accessible to young children, from nature and everyday life. The rhymes and meter of these
pieces fairly trip off the tongue. It is so important to introduce children to the rhythms and
cadences of poetry while they are young.  I recommend this book very highly.”

Maggie, “Cuddle up with your kids/grandkids. Was a favorite when my kids were little and now
I'm buying copies for my grandbabies!!The poems are perfect for the young ones-they'll have the
shorter ones memorized in no time.”

Oleh Kyslytskyi, “A unique book!. Being not native speakers, we adults have immediately liked
this book! Everyday situations in a funny manner with fantastic rhyms and rhythm! Very helpful
as verses stick to your memory immediately. For example, teaches why love rain....”

Patricia B Hatton, “babys like to hear voices. present for a new babys dad to read to the baby so
baby has bonding with dad.”

Maite, “Ilustraciones muy bonitas. Las ilustraciones son muy bonitas y van acorde con las
historias. Tiene historias más breves y otras más largas.”

Louise G., “Worth six stars. I bought this for my six year old daughter and 3 year old son because
I thought it would be "good" for them. I had no idea that they would love it so much. My 3 year
old son will sit for half an hour listening to this book, and requests it often.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Fun and great illustrated book. My 5 year old daughter loves
listening to these rhymes.”

The book by Jack Prelutsky has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 428 people have provided feedback.
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